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T H R E E - P O I N T BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
IN A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF THE 
T H I R D ORDER 
by M. GREGUS 
1. Consider differential equation of the third order 
/ " + q(x, X,n)y = 0, (a) 
where q = q(x, X, /t) is a continuous function of x e <a, c>, X e (A^, A2) and \i e 
e(Ml,M2). 
The problem will be to determine sufficient conditions on q such that it will be 
possible to choose parameters X and \i so that there exists a non-trivial solution y of 
the differential equation (a) satisfying the boundary conditions 
y(a) = y'(a) = y(b) = y(c) = 0, (1) 
where a < b < c. 
We will show that under certain conditions on q there exists such a number N 
and an infinite number of couples (XN+P, JIN+P), p = 0 ,1,2, . . . , to which the 
sequence of functions {yN+p}p=0 belongs, where yN+p = y(x, XN+p, jiN+p) is a solu-
tion of the equation (a) and fulfils the boundary conditions (1). 
Similar problem for an equation of the second order is solved in paper [1]. The 
reconstruction of the function q and the method of the proof are differing, concerning 
the specific character of solutions of the equation of the second order. 
2. Given differential equation of the third order of the form 
. y"' + q(x,X)y = 0 (a>) 
where q = q(x, X) is a continuous function of x e <a, oo) and X e (At, A2) and let 
q(x, X) — 0 for x e <a, oo) and X e (A±, A2). 
Lemma 1. Let y(x, X) be the solution of the differential equation (ax) with the 
property y(<x, X) = 0, where a ^ a < oo. 
Then the null-points of the solution y lying right of a are the continuous functions 
of parameter Xe(A1, A2). 
The proof is given in paper [2]. 
Oscillation theorem. Let q = q(x, X) be a continuous function of x e <a, oo) and 
X e (Ax, A2). Further let lim q(x, X) = + oo uniformly for all x e <a, oo). Let a < b 
be a given number and y(x, X) be the solution of the differential equation ( a j of the 
property y(a, X) = 0. 
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Then with the increasing X -> A2 there grows the number of null-points of the 
solution y(x, X) on the interval <a, b> to infinity and, at the same time, the distance 
between two neighbouring null-points tends to zero. 
The proof is done in paper [2]. 
Note 1. The assertion of the oscillation theorem is also true when lim q(x, X) = 
JL-*A2 
= + co uniformly for all x e <a, b>, where a < a < b, but the distance of two neigh-
bouring null-points tends now to zero for X -> A2 only on the interval <a, b>. 
3. Now we are in a position to state and prove the main result concerning the 
problem (a), (1). 
Theorem. Let a < b < c be real numbers. Let the coefficient q = q(x, X, ft) of the 
differential equation (a) be of the form 
q(x, X, fi) = qx(x, X) + q^x, fi), 
where q(x, X) is a continuous function of xe <a, c> and X e (A1, A2) and 
= í r ^ 
(. s(x,, 
<W*>W 1 „^ ^ for xe<b!Cy, lie(Ml,M2) 
and let s(b, pi) = r(b) for all \i e (Mt, M2). Let q^x, pi) be a continuous function of 
x e <a, c} and \i e (Mx, M2). Further let q(x, X, pi) ^ Ofor all x e <a, c>, Xe(A±, A2) 
and \x e (Mx, M2) and let lim q(x, X) = + co be true uniformly for all x e <a, c> and 
A->A2 
lim q^(x, ii) = + co be true uniformly for all x e </?, c>, where b < /? < c. 
Then there exists such a number N and such sequences of values of parameters 
{XN+P}™=Q, {iiN+p}™=o> to which there exists the sequence of functions {yN+p}p=o, 
where yN+p = y(x, XN+p, fiN+p) is the solution of the equation (a) which fulfils boundary 
conditions (1) and has on (a, b) exactly N + p null-points. 
Proof. We will extend the function q onto the interval <c, co> as follows: 
q(x, X, ix) = q(c, X, fi) for Xe(Ax, A2) and ft e (M±, M2). 
Let y(x, X, pi) be the solution of the differential equation (a) of the property 
y(a,X,\i)j- y'(a,X,pi) = 0,y"(a,X, //) ^ 0. For i = Xe(AlLA2) and \i = Jle (Mt,M2) 
let y(x, X, ]J) have on (a, b) exactly N null-points. Such X, ]2, N obviously do exist. 
Then it is true that 
xN(X,Ji) < b ^ xN+1(X, ju) 
where xN is the N-th null-point of the solution y on (a, b). 
From the oscillation theorem it follows that there exists such X* e (X, A2) for 
which XN+i(^9 M) < b. Then it follows from lemma 1 that there exists such XM for 
which y(b, X^Ji) = 0 and y(x, XM, Jt) has on (a, b) exactly N null-points. 
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For X = XM9 \i = //, let y(x9XM,fi) have on ( M ) exactly v null-points. Then 
evidently the following inequality is true: 
£vO*N,£) < c S ZV+1(*H>V) 
where £v is the v-th null-point of the solution y(x, A^, £) on the interval (b, c). From 
the oscillation theorem it follows that there exists such /i* e (ji9 M2) for which 
^ V + I ^ A T , > * ) < c. 
From Lemma 1 follows the existence of such nM e (fi9 n*) for which there holds 
y(c, XM, nM) = 0. 
If we denote yM = y(x9 XM, fiM)9 we thus get the confirmation of the existence of the 
first members of the sequences 
UN + p}> {l*M + p}> {yN + p}. 
Continuing in the same way we prove the existence of next members of the 
mentioned sequences. 
Note 2. Let q = q(x9 X, fi) be defined as follows: q = qx(x9 X) + q^x, JJL). 
x) for x e <b, c> 
1 siC* 
Let qx(x9 X) - ^ ^xX) for x e ^ b ^ Xe(Al9A2) 
and sx(b, X) = rx(b) for Xe(Al9 A2) and qA(x, A) be a continuous function of x e 
6 <a, c> and X e (A1, A2). 
LЄ« »,(,,,) = {;;« ') foґ X Є <a, b> џ) for лrє<b, c> and џ є ( M l 5 M 2 ) and let r2(b) = s2(b9 џ) 
for all ju e (M x , M2). 
Let lim s^x, X) = + oo be true uniformly for all x e <a, a> and lim s2(x, ju) = + oo 
A-+A2 * n~*M2 
uniformly for x e </?, c> where a < a < b9b < fi < c. 
Then there can be proved the existence of the sequences {XM+P}™=09 {nNi+p}p°=o> 
{yH+p,Ni+p}?=o> where yM+PtNl+p = y(x9 XM+p9 fiNl+p) is the solution of the equation 
(a) which fulfils the boundary condition (1) and has on (a, b) N + p and on (b, c) 
N± + p null-points, where N, N± are suitable n atural numbers. 
Note 3. By a suitable readjustment of assumptions for coefficient q(x, X, fi) there 
can be shown the existence of eigenvalues X, \i such that the solution y(x9 X, ju) of (a) 
fulfils the boundary conditions 
y(a, X, li) = y(b, X, ji) = y(c, X9 fi) = y(d9 X9 JU) 
where a < b < c < d. 
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